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dnPt(4�n) clusters on MgO (100): a
density functional surface genetic algorithm
investigation

Christopher J. Heard,a Sven Heiles,b Stefan Vajdacdef and Roy L. Johnston*g

The novel surface mode of the Birmingham Cluster Genetic Algorithm (S-BCGA) is employed for the global

optimisation of noble metal tetramers upon an MgO (100) substrate at the GGA-DFT level of theory. The

effect of element identity and alloying in surface-bound neutral subnanometre clusters is determined by

energetic comparison between all compositions of PdnAg(4�n) and PdnPt(4�n). While the binding

strengths to the surface increase in the order Pt > Pd > Ag, the excess energy profiles suggest a

preference for mixed clusters for both cases. The binding of CO is also modelled, showing that the

adsorption site can be predicted solely by electrophilicity. Comparison to CO binding on a single metal

atom shows a reversal of the 5s–d activation process for clusters, weakening the cluster–surface

interaction on CO adsorption. Charge localisation determines homotop, CO binding and surface site

preferences. The electronic behaviour, which is intermediate between molecular and metallic particles

allows for tunable features in the subnanometre size range.
1 Introduction

Subnanometre noble metal clusters are currently attracting a
great deal of attention from both experimental and theoretical
communities, due to their interesting structural and electronic
properties, which lie intermediate between atomic and nano-
particular systems. With structures oen dominated in the gas
phase by low dimensional motifs, such as rhombuses,1,2 squares3

and y-shaped geometries,4–6 many systems display a complex size
and composition dependence on structure.5,7–10 Upon surfaces,
geometry is additionally affected by the metal-on-top effect,11,12 in
which polarisation of the electron distribution by additional
metal layers strengthens the surface binding, such that unusual
binding modes and charge distributions are common. These
properties are of interest both to fundamental studies and reac-
tive and catalytic applications. Heterogeneous catalysis upon
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subnanometre particles is an area of recent success, with several
investigators nding not only impressive turnover frequencies,
but surprising stability to repeated cycles and selectivity of reac-
tions catalysed by clusters which have less utility at larger sizes, in
particular, the metals Au,13–15 Ag,16 Pd17–22 and Pt.23–26

The binding of small molecule adsorbates is the mode by
which subnanometre clusters perform their heterogeneous
catalytic function and the preferred binding site of these
molecules is controlled through particle geometry and elec-
tronic structure.27–31 For example, the electrocatalytic activity of
subnanometre palladium particles upon an oxide support is
found to be controlled at the single Pd–Pd bond level, in which
the role of the substrate and the geometry of the particle are
both factors.18,32 The binding of carbonmonoxide (CO) has been
well studied for small surface-bound clusters, both as a poten-
tially disruptive inuence,33,34 and in the catalysis of CO oxida-
tion.21,24,35–38 For CO chemisorption upon M1 and M2 (M ¼ Pd,
Pt, Ag, Au), Grönbeck and Broqvist found that reorganisation of
the atom–CO electronic states allows for enhanced surface
binding on CO adsorption,39,40 and thus that molecule adsorp-
tion and cluster mobility are closely linked.

MgO (100) is a well studied support for theoretical investi-
gations of noble metal clusters, as it represents a stable,
geometrically simple substrate which is largely chemically inert.
Studies of defect binding,41–46 cluster growth47,48 and cluster
mobility49–53 have been considered for noble metals MN (N # 4)
upon MgO (100), while the role of subnanometre cluster catal-
ysis onMgO (100) has been extended to Au,36,37,54–57 Pd32 and Pt.21

Control of reactivity for such systems has been explored as a
function of cluster size and surface defects, but less well studied
Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 11777–11788 | 11777
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are the mixed metal particles, in which both composition and
chemical order provide additional tunable parameters for the
design of particles with specic properties.58,59 These mixed
metal systems are difficult to produce experimentally and work
is currently ongoing to reliably generate them,60,61 which would
represent a great advancement in the design of cluster-based
catalysts. Theoretical studies of ultrasmall mixed noble metal
clusters upon MgO62–66 have found that control of composition
may have a drastic effect on structure, and thus reactivity.
Barcaro and colleagues showed that alloying Cu, Au and Pd with
Ag on a double vacancy MgO substrate allowed for the selective
recovery of electronic and geometric magic numbers, and
control of the stability of the particle upon the surface.

Global optimisation (GO) is a computational means to deter-
mine low energy structural motifs, compositions and homotops of
small catalytic clusters. Subsequent calculation of properties of
interest, such as charge transfer, binding energies, mobility and
adsorption energies may then be made, in order to support
experimental studies. High accuracy calculationsmay also provide
information at the atomic level which may not be available to
experimental analyses. For heterogeneous cluster systems, several
studies have invoked a two-phase process, involving the subse-
quent deposition of low energy gas phase isomers upon
substrates. This approach is adopted because of the computa-
tional expense of performing trend studies on systems which
require large unit cells and numbers of atoms. This approximation
breaks downwhen structures which are not stable in the gas phase
are particularly low in energy upon the surface; i.e. the surface
plays a large role in templating the cluster structure. Similarly,
density functional reoptimisation of structures produced with
empirical potentials is commonly applied to substrate-bound
clusters, and remains the only practical method for large clus-
ters.67 Subnanometre clusters upon surfaces however, present a
synergistic combination of quantum size effects which require
electronic structure methods to reproduce, and sufficiently small
particle sizes to allow for direct global optimisation. A few recent
studies have considered direct DFT GO upon surfaces, such as the
work of Fortunelli and coworkers, who used a surface basin
hopping algorithm to determine the catalytic potential of AgxAu3�x

clusters upon MgO. Additionally, Vilhelmsen and Hammer have
applied a genetic algorithm to the problem of Aun (n ¼ 6–12) and
other transition metals, upon F centers of MgO (100).56,68

In this paper, we introduce the newly developed surface
Birmingham Cluster Genetic Algorithm (S-BCGA) to globally
optimise neutral mixed tetrameric metal clusters upon an MgO
(100) substrate. This work is presented as a case study of the role
of metal identity, composition and permutational isomer on the
energetic stability of supported ultrasmall noble metal clusters.
Global optimisation and subsequent higher accuracy remi-
nimisation is performed for the range of compositions of Pdn-
Pt(4�n) and PdnAg(4�n) over all potential spin states, as reported
in Sections 3.1–3.2. Comparison with the binding of a single
atom upon MgO (100) allows for size dependent trends to be
considered (Section 3.3). The binding of catalytically relevant
CO ligands is simulated in Section 3.4 by attachment to all
possible binding sites, with their subsequent energetic stabili-
ties, geometries and underlying electronic structure analysed.
11778 | Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 11777–11788
2 Computational details

Low energy cluster structures are generated by the BCGA within
the framework of density functional theory, utilising the plane-
wave PWscf code of Quantum Espresso (QE).69 Ultraso RRKJ-
type pseudopotentials70 are applied for all metallic species,
carbon and oxygen, whereas a norm-conserving Vanderbilt
pseudopotential71 is used to treat magnesium atoms. The PBE
exchange correlation functional, which has been used exten-
sively in the treatment of small, mixed metal clusters, is
employed. Within the primary screening of structures with the
S-BCGA, necessarily relaxed convergence criteria are applied,
with the plane wave basis expanded to an energy cutoff of 20.0
Ry, an electronic convergence criterion of 10�5 Ry, with a
Methfessel–Paxton72 smearing scheme applied to aid conver-
gence for metallic states, and a smearing width of 0.03 Ry.
2.1 S-BCGA

For local geometry optimisation, the BFGS algorithm within QE
is used, with clusters deemed to be locally converged when the
difference between energies and total forces between successive
structures drop below 10�4 Ry and 10�3 Ry a0

�1, respectively.
Standard selection methods and genetic operators are used
within the S-BCGA, including mutate-exchange at a rate of 10%
(one in ten clusters is selected randomly for replacement), single
point Deaven–Ho cut and splice type crossover73 for mating
steps, and a roulette selection scheme for mating. These proce-
dures are described in more detail in ref. 74, and have been
successfully employed for recent DFT-BCGA calculations.75,76 The
genetic algorithm is modied to allow for direct structure
prediction upon a rigid surface by the inclusion of a multilayer
substrate slab into the unit cell, repeated innitely in a 3D
supercell. Cluster structures are generated within a sphere
truncated by the substrate, offset vertically by a minimum
distance dened by an approximate metal–surface bond length
to avoid repulsive overlap. Inclusion into the simulation cell of
the surface allows for DFT bonding interactions during local
optimisation, and may be relaxed for substrates which exhibit
variation on deposition. In this study, a rigid, bilayer MgO (100)
surface is used, with 64 atoms in total, ensuring a minimum
distance of 8.7 Å between individual clusters over repeat unit
cells of 11.7 � 11.7 � 29.25 Å, which is sufficient to avoid
spurious image–image interactions, in line with a recent, related
study.32 Surface atoms are remained xed during simulations, as
it has been found in previous work that noble metal clusters of
subnanometre size have an insignicant effect on the surface
geometry of MgO (100), owing to the strong, highly symmetric
bonding within the surface.32,39 Two layers of MgO have been
found to suffice for the recovery of accurate bond lengths,
energies and electronics in several investigations at the GGA-
DFT level.39,40,49,67 Test calculations were performed to correct for
spurious dipole interactions which are oen signicant in such
supercell methods. For the systems studied in this work, the
effect was negligible, and thus such corrections are neglected in
the given results. Moments of inertia descriptors are employed
to lter out repeated geometries from the population aer the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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application of genetic operators. The small population size (ten
individuals) currently limits the utility of additional operators,
such as predation or increased mutation rates.

2.2 Reoptimisation of structure

The stagnation condition applies aer ve consecutive genera-
tions which contain an unchanged putative global minimum
energy structure, and the entire population is subjected to GGA-
DFT reminimisation with tighter convergence criteria. The plane
wave basis is expanded to 50.0 Ry for all atoms, with a charge
density cutoff of 500.0 Ry. The smearing parameter is reduced to
0.002 Ry, in order to more accurately reproduce metallic states.
The self consistency convergence cutoff is reduced to 10�8 Ry.
Spin restricted calculations are performed on all local minima
aer spin-free reminimisation, including all possible spin states
for the cluster. This restriction allows for each platinum or
palladium atom to contribute zero or two unpaired electrons (d10

or d9s1 electronic congurations) as both states are energetically
competitive, and for silver to contribute one unpaired electron
(with a d10s1 conguration). The binding of CO is modelled by
the attachment of the adsorbate to each available binding site
upon the global minimum cluster for each composition, and
subsequent local minimisation with the same convergence
criteria as the cluster. Spin states of the combined surface/
cluster/molecule system are allowed to vary between the
maximal value of the cluster without deposited CO, and the
minimal value available to the surface/cluster complex. CO-
induced quenching of the cluster's spin is therefore allowed.

2.3 Analysis

For single metal atom binding, an identical cell and computa-
tional procedure is applied to the DFT optimisation of bond
lengths as for the cluster. Atoms are deposited over the two
inequivalent atop sites, upon Mg and O, and locally relaxed. Spin
restricted local minimisations are undertaken with the spin-free
regime for all atom types, and additionally, the constrained
doublet for silver and singlet and triplet for palladium and
platinum. For CO binding upon singlemetal atoms, themolecule
is bound atop the atom and in amode parallel to the surface, and
relaxed in the same manner as for the cluster. Calculation of the
charge distribution of the atoms and clusters is undertaken by
separating atomic sites into volumes of with the Bader method,77

using a regular mesh of 100 � 100 � 100 points, ensuring the
recovery of all electron density to within a tolerance of 0.001
electrons. Electronic densities of states are calculated according
to a projection scheme within a post processing module of QE.
This projection is employed to calculate the enhancement and
depletion of individual metal d orbitals on binding.

3 Results
3.1 Structure prediction

The structure of each composition of PdnAg(4�n) and PdnPt(4�n)

upon a xed bilayer substrate of MgO (100) is determined with
the S-BCGA. Due to the small size of the clusters, and the
reduced conguration space available on the xed substrate,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
the algorithm only required between six and een generations
in total to reach convergence for each composition. This value is
comparable to the gas phase DFT-BCGA investigations of
coinage metals recently performed, which nd global minima
aer 10–20 generations.76 Pt and Pd clusters nd the tetrahedral
global minimum aer eight and six generations, respectively,
whereas the Ag tetramer required een generations. This
implies that the silver cluster exhibits a more complex energy
landscape than the group 10 metals, which may be due either to
a larger number of bound geometric states, or a narrower basin
of attraction for the global minimum geometry, which is a
metal-on-top (MOT) planar rhombic motif. The bimetallic
clusters required more generations than the monometallics in
the case of PdPt, due to the additional landscape complexity
introduced by the existence of homotops (inequivalent permu-
tational isomers). In the gas phase, the tetrahedral clusters have
no homotops, but the addition of the surface breaks the
threefold rotational symmetry and introduces the extra
complexity. In the case of PdAg, the bimetallic optimisation is
intermediate between that of Pd and Ag. This result implies that
palladium atoms simplify the landscape, reducing the number
of isomers available to the search.

The entire nal generation of clusters aer GA convergence
are reminimised with tighter energetic, force and orbital
smearing width parameters, in order to obtain tightly converged
global minima structures. The resulting putative global minima
for each composition are displayed in Fig. 1. There was signif-
icant reordering between minima on reoptimisation, suggest-
ing that an accurate reminimisation is required to obtain
energetic trends, and underlies the importance of a sufficiently
large population size during the global structure search, to
maximise coverage of the search space.

The Ag4 GM remains a MOT rhombic structure as suggested
in previous work.49 On replacement of silver with palladium
atoms, there is a conversion from the rhombus to a tetrahedral
geometry, which is known to be the GM for Pd4 on MgO
(100).49,50 This switch in preferred geometry occurs between
Ag3Pd1 and Ag2Pd2, suggesting that palladium has a stronger
effect on the energetics than silver, and is a result of the change
of bonding from valence s orbitals to valence d orbitals as group
11 atoms are replaced with those from group 10. In addition,
within the nal generation of the BCGA calculation for Ag2Pd2,
there were no MOT rhombic structures found. This result
implies that palladium plays a major role in the control of
available minima. There is a trend of preference for palladium
rather than silver to bind to the surface oxygen atoms, as the
binding of Pd to surface oxygen is stronger than that of Ag to the
surface. There is an exception at Ag1Pd3. This cluster adopts a
second tetrahedral motif, which differs from the rst by a
rotation upon the substrate, as noted by Fortunelli and Fer-
rando.49 This rotated structure matches the lattice spacing of
the surface less well, and forms weaker bonds to surface oxygen.
For monometallic species, it is found to be higher in energy
than the epitaxially strained tetrahedron for many cluster
species. However, in the case of Ag1Pd3, the epitaxial form is
found to be very slightly higher in energy, by 11 meV, so there is
a near degeneracy between the rotational isomers. The isomer
Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 11777–11788 | 11779
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Fig. 1 The structure of the lowest energy configuration for each
composition of PdnAg(4�n) and PdnPt(4�n) clusters upon MgO (100)
after local reoptimisation of the S-BCGA final generation.
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with all three palladium atoms bound to the surface is signi-
cantly higher in energy, the lowest energy rotamer of which is at
+118 meV. This result displays the delicate balance between
homo and hetero-metallic binding and binding to the surface.

The PdnPt(4�n) clusters all prefer tetrahedral geometries, with
a clear trend for palladium to occupy surface-bound sites for all
compositions, while adopting the epitaxial, pseudo-tetrahedral
motif. This strained binding mode has been found in previous
studies for Pd4 and other tetrameric metal clusters upon MgO
(100) and is due to the rigidity of the surface.32,49 It is manifested
as a stretching of one of the metal–metal bonds parallel to the
plane of the surface. This strain is more favourably taken by the
11780 | Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 11777–11788
palladium atom, as may be observed in the 1 : 1 composition
clusters. For both Ag2Pd2 and Pd2Pt2, the GM is the permuta-
tional isomer which has palladium atoms in the strained sites,
giving a Pd–Pd bond extension of 0.32 Å and 0.53 Å relative to
the gas phase GGA tetrahedral bond length of 2.57 Å. By analogy
to the Ag3Pd1 cluster, the Pt3Pd1 isomer with the palladium
atom in the apical position is 178 meV higher in energy than the
GM, suggesting little competition between isomers for this
cluster.
3.2 Spin states

For small transition metal clusters, there is strong evidence for
magnetism, even for metals which exhibit no permanent
magnetic dipole in the bulk.78,79 In order to investigate the role
of spin in the energetics and structures of the tetrameric clus-
ters, we consider all possible spin states of each inequivalent
local minimum resulting from the reminimisation of structures
in the previous section.

The resulting spin-polarized minima are almost universally
unchanged from the structures of the unpolarized clusters. In
the majority of cases, the minima converge to the same geom-
etry, although there are several cases in which the landscape of
a particular spin state did not have a nearby local minimum,
and thus did not converge at all. Of the 99 total reoptimizations,
69 retained their original geometry, while 16 failed to converge.
The remaining 14 clusters predominantly converted to other
structures found to be low-lying in the spin-unpolarized regime.
New isomers were found for a small number of high energy,
high spin clusters, including some planar and “buttery”
geometries. Those structures which were not present in the
BCGA populations are shown in Fig. 2.

Those compositions which provided new structures are
entirely within the AgnPd(4�n) class, suggesting that the PdPt
clusters are more resilient to structural deviation for a wide
range of spin states and over all compositions. For Ag4, the
tetrahedron, which is energetically unfavourable for the low-
spin state, becomes the global minimum at high spin. All other
structural deviations of AgnPd(4�n) correspond to a attening of
the cluster, in which all available palladium atoms bind directly
to the surface.

For every composition, the structure of the spin unpolarized
global minimum remains the lowest energy structure, whilst the
overall trend of spin preference is that for all clusters containing
silver, the lowest possible spin is most favourable. Therefore,
for Ag4 and Ag2Pd2, the lowest energy spin state is the singlet
conguration, whereas for Ag3Pd1 and Ag1Pd3, a doublet is most
stable. For all clusters which do not contain silver, the possible
spin states are 0, 2, 4, 6 or 8 unpaired electrons. In every case,
the optimal electronic conguration is the triplet state. For each
of the Pd4Pt(4�n) clusters, the diamagnetic conguration is
approximately 250 meV higher in energy. The stability of the
global minimum structures, as for the suboptimal minima
decreases rapidly as a function of number of unpaired elec-
trons. This is shown in Fig. 3, in which the energetic variation of
the GM structure with number of unpaired electrons is
displayed.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 2 The structures of minima found at high spin on reminimisation
of S-BCGA clusters.

Fig. 4 Mixing energies (Esurfmix) for each composition of AgnPd(4�n) and
PtnPd(4�n) clusters upon MgO (100) after reminimisation.
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The relative stabilities of GMs across the dopant series may
be probed by considering the mixing energy Esurfmix, which is
dened as the total energy gain in combining two metallic
species (A and B) into a bimetallic cluster, over the GM of the
monometallic clusters of the same size when bound to the
substrate. For a binary cluster of four atoms, this energy is given
by eqn 1.

Esurf
mix ¼ E

�
AnBð4�nÞ

�� 1

4
ðnEðA4Þ � ð4� nÞEðB4ÞÞ (1)

Fig. 4 displays the mixing energy proles for both series. For
both clusters, all mixed compositions are more stable than the
monometallic counterparts, suggesting a thermodynamic
driving force towards disproportionation of the pure clusters
and formation of mixed particles. For Ag3Pd1 and Ag1Pd3, the
Fig. 3 Variation of energy for reminimised global minimum structures
as a function of the number of unpaired electrons, for each compo-
sition of AgnPd(4�n) and Pd4Pt(4�n).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
gain is approximately equal to the corresponding Pd1Pt3 and
Pd3Pt1 results. For the 1 : 1 compositions, the AgPd cluster
exhibits a signicant energy gain of 0.46 eV over the pure
clusters, and is a notably stronger effect than found in the
corresponding 1 : 1 PdPt system. For PdPt, the mixing energy
prole is more asymmetric, with a preference towards Pd3Pt1.

The energetics of binding the cluster to the surface are
investigated by the binding energy Esurfb , which is dened in eqn
(2) as the difference between the total energy of the optimised
surface bound cluster Etot, and the sum of the total energies of
the surface Esurf and the cluster Eclust xed at that geometry.
This measure accounts for the effect solely of binding the
cluster, rather than the structural rearrangements which may
occur on deposition.

Esurf
b ¼ Etot � Esurf � Eclust (2)

Fig. 5 displays the variation of Eb with palladium content. It
is notable that, despite the fact that palladium preferentially
occupies surface-bound sites over platinum, the overall binding
is weaker for more palladium-rich clusters of PdPt. An expla-
nation for this is that the polarisability of palladium is greater
than platinum. As displayed for the example of Pd1Pt3 in Fig. 6,
the excitation energy (Eex) to the distorted structure is lower for
the isomer (I) which will have the palladium atom bound to the
surface than isomer II. Therefore, though the binding energy Eb
is larger for the platinum-bound case (II), the nal energy of the
bound state is lower for isomer I than isomer II. This trend is
reversed for the AgPd clusters, due to the signicantly weaker
Ag–O binding. The variation for both cluster types is monotonic.
For PdPt, the binding weakens by an average of 0.36 eV per
palladium atom. An exception is found between Ag2Pd2 and
Ag1Pd3, because the single silver atom in Ag1Pd3 occupies a
surface bound position. Therefore, the surface-cluster interac-
tion is between a Pd2Ag1 triangle and the substrate for both
compositions.
3.3 Single atom binding

To identify the effects of three dimensional clustering on the
binding and electronic properties of M4 on MgO, we compare
Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 11777–11788 | 11781
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Fig. 5 Surface binding energies Esurfb for each composition of Agn-
Pd(4�n) and PdnPt(4�n).

Fig. 6 The gas phase cluster is excited to one of two inequivalent
isomers, with corresponding excitation energies. On deposition at the
fixed geometry, the isomers relax (Eb) to their surface-bound minima.
Isomer I has the smaller binding energy, but a lower overall energy
when bound to the substrate.

Table 1 Table of metal–surface oxygen bond lengths for M1 and M4

Cluster
M1–O
bond/Å

M4–O
ave/Å Difference/Å

Ptn 2.28 2.21 �0.07
Pdn 2.26 2.34 +0.08
Agn 2.43 2.43 +0.00
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the results to the analogous single atom binding. Pt, Pd and Ag
are bound and locally optimised upon the surface, giving
binding energies (which are equivalent to adsorption energies)
of 1.32, 1.08 and 0.49 eV, respectively, in agreement with
previous GGA-DFT studies.39,40 Platinum and palladium atoms
bind in a similar manner and with similar strength, whilst
silver, with an additional electron in the s orbital has a stronger
repulsive overlap between the d orbitals and the lled 2p orbital
in the oxygen to which it is bound. This repulsion drives the
silver further from the surface, and weakens the covalent bond
formed. Furthermore, the poorer ability for oxygen to rehy-
bridise the d electrons to minimise Ag dz2–O 2pz repulsion (due
to the full d band) contributes to the weaker binding. All metal
atoms prefer the atop oxygen binding site. Comparing the bond
lengths of M1–O with the average M–O bond length of M4 in
Table 1, it is noted that platinum bonds are shortened, palla-
dium bonds are lengthened and silver bonds are virtually
unchanged. This result implies that the strongest driving force
for binding to the surface is found for platinum, and that silver,
11782 | Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 11777–11788
which has fewer bonds to the surface, and binds more weakly,
does not exhibit any strong size dependent cooperative effects
on clustering. Palladium-surface binding is weakened relative
to the single atom, suggesting that increasing the size of the
cluster may increase the mobility of the cluster, which has been
predicted previously for Pdn (n < 5).49,50

The charge distribution in clusters plays a major role in their
catalytic activity and reactivity. For example, Kaden et al. noted
the activity of subnanometre palladium clusters upon TiO2

towards CO oxidation was closely related to shis in core level
binding energies, which are in turn probes of valence electronic
structure.80 These shis are affected by the binding both to the
substrate and the adsorbate, and show a complex size depen-
dence. Control of reactivity by charge transfer has been
observed for CO oxidation upon ultrasmall gold clusters, and
for acetylene trimerisation processes on palladium by Heiz and
Schneider,81 in which a combination of temperature pro-
grammed reaction (TPR) and ab initio calculations showed
direct transfer of around 0.5 electrons to the cluster, which
promoted reactivity. Interestingly, this transfer was found to
occur both on defect sites and pristineMgO (100), as considered
in the present study. Atomic sites which may be engineered to
attain large charge excesses are thus promising as individual
binding sites of absorbates. By comparing the charge upon the
atom and the cluster, we nd that in both cases, the trend for all
metals is for electron density to be transferred from the surface
to the metal. Additionally, this charge transfer is found to be
remarkably localised, with signicant differences in total
valence charge between adjacent surface atoms, and between
adjacent cluster atoms. Furthermore, the trend is for more
charge to be drawn by platinum than palladium, which is
expected due to the slightly higher electronegativity of plat-
inum. Silver induces very little charge redistribution, and so is
unlikely to fulll any reactive role involving electrophilic addi-
tion to the particle. Table 2 displays the valence charge accu-
mulation for M1 and the maximal and average per-atom charges
on M4. While the total charge upon the cluster is much greater
than for the single atom, the per-atom charge gain is signi-
cantly lower. For adsorbates which bind in a highly localised
manner, this suggests that on an electronic basis, the tetramers
are poorer binding sites than single atoms. For larger adsor-
bates, or those which bind in a chelating mode, this electron
deciency will be overcome, due to the larger total excess
charge.

Due to the asymmetry of the surface binding site, there is an
asymmetric charge distribution across atomic sites on the
cluster. For Pd4 and Pt4, the atop site accumulates charge which
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Table 2 Charge accumulation on surface binding for the single
deposited atom (M1) and the tetrameric cluster (M4)

Cluster

Charge/e

M1 total M4 maximum M4 average

Ptn �0.35 �0.27 �0.21
Pdn �0.21 �0.17 �0.13
Agn �0.11 �0.09 �0.07
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is intermediate between the two inequivalent surface atom
locations (0.20 and 0.14 e� for Pt and Pd, respectively). Of the
surface-bound sites, the pair of equivalent atoms along the
strained epitaxial bond accrue the maximum charge (0.27 and
0.16 e�), whilst the second location attains very little charge
(0.09 and 0.06 e�). This distribution implies that for small
electrophilic adsorbates, there will be a preference for a surface-
bound atom as the binding site.

Varying the composition and chemical order of a mixed
metal particle will further break the symmetry of the charge
distributions. The per-atom charges are calculated for each
composition of AgnPd(4�n) and PdnPt(4�n). It is found that plat-
inum atoms drain charge from palladium atoms, whereas silver
has little effect on the distribution. The most striking syner-
gistic effect on alloying is found for Pd3Pt1, in which the plat-
inum occupies the atop site. The platinum atom in this case
gains a charge of 0.34 electrons, which is the largest single site
transfer of all M4 compositions, and is approximately equivalent
to the single platinum atom charge. The palladium atoms
effectively play the role of a charge buffer, which presents the
platinum atom with a base of high charge density to which it is
bound in a m3 arrangement. This composition is additionally
the most stable according to the mixing energy, and thus
presents a cooperativity between electronic and energetic
factors, which would be benecial for cluster design.
Fig. 7 Putative global minima of AgnPd(4�n)CO and PdnPt(4�n)CO on
MgO (100). Carbon atoms are displayed in black. In image b), the CO
binding drives the palladium atom from a surface-bound location to
the site labelled 1.
3.4 CO adsorption

3.4.1 M4CO. A carbon monoxide molecule is bound to the
global minimum structure of each of the compositions, allow-
ing for binding at each cluster atom site, aligned either radially
or along ametal–metal bond. Spin restricted local minimisation
at the spin state of the lowest energy metal cluster and all lower
spin states is performed. The structures of the resultant putative
GM M4CO clusters are shown in Fig. 7.

The preferred binding mode is radially outward from the
cluster, in agreement with previous studies of CO upon late
transition metal clusters.21,36 In addition, the molecule binds
preferentially to the surface-bound metal atom for tetrahedral
clusters, as evidenced most clearly by CO on Pd4 and CO on Pt4,
which, as monometallic clusters, cannot exhibit mixing effects.
This surface/cluster binding site is more sterically hindered
than the atop site, and agrees with the result of the previous
section. This hindered binding has been found to reduce the
overall stability where the metal–CO bond is highly directional,
as in the case of Au on MgO.57 In the case of silver-rich clusters,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
which do not adopt the tetrahedral geometry, the CO binds to
the metal-on-top site. For Ag3Pd1, the global minimum of the
cluster has the palladium atom at the interface. However, the
binding of CO induces a change in global stability, in which the
permutational isomer with palladium directly bound to the CO
molecule at site 1 (on Fig. 7) becomes lower in energy by 0.68 eV.
Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 11777–11788 | 11783
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Fig. 8 Adsorption energy of CO binding to the global minima of
AgnPd(4�n) and PdnPt(4�n).

Table 3 Bond length variations (Å) of M–C, M–O and C–O bonds, for
M1, M4 on binding CO

Cluster Dr1 Dr4 DrMO
4/1 DrMC

4/1 DrCO4/1

Ptn �0.19 +0.02 +0.21 +0.01 +0.01
Pdn �0.04 �0.02 +0.10 �0.05 �0.01
Agn �0.09 �0.03 +0.11 �0.06 �0.02
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The adsorption of a molecule therefore creates a thermody-
namic driving force to rearrange the cluster, which has previ-
ously been observed both for O2 on gold clusters56 and O2 on Pd
clusters.18 The overall trend is for the CO ligands to bind to
platinum in preference to palladium, and to palladium in
preference to silver. The weakness of CO bonding to silver upon
MgO has been noted experimentally. Heiz and coworkers
employed thermal desorption (TDS) and Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopies (FTIR) to determine CO binding ener-
gies to atomic Ag, Pd and Rh,82 nding palladium to exhibit
approximately twice the binding energy of silver. Supporting
density functional calculations suggested that in fact silver
atoms do not directly bind CO upon MgO (100), and may only
inuence the adsorption indirectly. In the case of Pd3Pt1, the
strength of the preference for platinum binding is enough to
cause CO to bind to the unfavourable apical site.

To investigate the energetics, we consider the adsorption
energy of CO to the cluster, as dened by the equation:

Ead-CO ¼ Eclust+CO � ECO � Eclust (3)

This is an adsorption energy as the system is locally mini-
mised before and aer deposition of CO, and therefore
accounts for all energetic contributions to the nal state
including cluster rearrangement. For the PdPt clusters the trend
is that the CO adsorption increases in strength the more plat-
inum atoms are present (Fig. 8). The binding of the CO mole-
cule is always to a single atomic site, but the decreasing
adsorption strength on replacing Pd with Pt for the non-bound
atoms suggests a non-local, cooperative effect from the cluster.
These binding energies show good agreement with the results
found by Grushow and coworkers for small clusters with colli-
sion induced desorption (CID) measurements of clusters in the
gas phase. The desorption of a single CO molecule from the
clusters were found to be 2.21 � 0.31 eV (ref. 83) for platinum
and 1.78 � 0.32 eV for palladium.84 Pd3Pt1 exhibits an reduced
adsorption energy due to the unfavourable atop site. For AgPd,
there is a negligible change between Ag2Pd2 and Pd4, suggesting
that the replacement of silver with palladium has little effect on
11784 | Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 11777–11788
the energetics. For Ag3Pd1, as previously noted, the binding to
silver is especially unstable, and may drive a rearrangement to
the isomer with direct Pd–CO bonding.

3.4.2 Comparison with M1CO. The role of clustering on the
binding of CO is determined by comparison of the various bond
lengths as a function of cluster size and metal identity. It was
observed by Broqvist and Grönbeck that the binding of CO to
single atoms of Pt, Pd, Ag and Au shortened, and thus
strengthened the metal–oxygen bond.39 This result was
explained by the preorganisation of the metal d orbital involved
in surface binding, by the insertion of electron density into the
metal d band by the CO 5s orbital. Eqn (4) denes the distance
parameter rN as the difference between theM–O bond length for
the bare and CO-bound cluster for cluster size N. Values for Pt,
Pd and Ag are given in Table 3, showing that this result is
reproduced for M1 for all metal identities.

DrN ¼ rMNCO
� rMN

(4)

The trend observed by Broqvist and Grönbeck is not however
observed for the M4 clusters. For each element, the average M–O
bond length is virtually unchanged on binding CO, suggesting
that there is a size dependent trend on the electronics of surface
deposited M–CO systems. By dening the size difference:

DrX4/1 ¼ rXM4CO
� rXM1CO

(5)

we can directly compare the effect of size on the bond length
variation onCO adsorption for any bond X present in both sizes of
cluster. Table 3 contains values for theM–O,M–C and C–Obonds.
We observe that there is little size dependence on the metal
carbon bond or the carbon–oxygen bond. This implies that the
change in bonding between metal atom and surface is due to a
difference in the electron distribution in metal orbitals due to CO
binding. Furthermore, the difference between metals is striking.
DrMO

4/1 for platinum is considerably greater than for palladium
and silver. Pt is therefore more sensitive to size changes, and is
destabilised upon the surface by CO more than Pd or Ag.

To probe the electronic structure, projected densities of states
are calculated for the d electrons of the cluster atoms to which
CO is bound. In the M1–CO system, the metal atom d band is
known to be electron-rich due to the CO(5s)–M(d) interaction.
The depletion of the d orbitals involved in the M–O bond due to
surface binding is counteracted by the polarisation of the same
orbitals on binding CO. This relling of the d charge is however
not observed in the case of M4CO. The integral of the pDOS
shows a further reduction in the total electron density on
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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binding CO, and additionally, that this depletion is localised
predominantly into one orbital on one atom. This is the orbital
which is involved in backbonding to the vacant CO p* orbital.
This backbonding is known to play a signicant role in the
stability of the metal–CO system, impacting upon the structure
of the resulting complex. Chatterjee and coworkers performed a
gas phase study of group 10 carbonyls with photoelectron
spectroscopy (PES) and DFT,85 showing that the backbonding
interaction is strengthened in platinum relative to palladium,
due to the better metal d electron overlap with the vacant CO p*

orbital, and that this bond is the source of the linearity of PtCO�,
while PdCO� is bent. From PES experiments on Ni�(1–3), Pd

�
(2–3)

and Pt�(1–4) clusters, Ganteför et al. nd that this binding model
controls the saturation limit for CO adsorption,86 and suggest
that the origin of small metal cluster catalytic activity may be
from the higher backbonding strengths when compared to
larger metal systems. Gruene et al. describe the variation in
stretching frequency for CO bound to group 10metals according
to the same model, from infrared multiple photon dissociation
spectroscopy measurements, with the additional consideration
of scalar relativistic effects upon preferred binding modes,
suggesting the platinum clusters are limited to atop CO binding
due to contraction of the Pt–C bond.87 Table 4 displays the total d
band electron depletion for M4 and M4CO for all metal atoms,
showing that in all cases the surface binding depletes the d
orbitals, and that CO binding depletes them further, in a
manner that is localised primarily on a single atom.

4 Discussion

The comparison between Emix and Eb shows a competition
between energetic contributions, in which a binding energy
argument suggests both that the pure platinum cluster is most
favourable upon deposition, and that in a mixed cluster, the
platinum atoms would likely occupy surface binding sites.
However, the global optimisation and mixing energies imply
that bimetallic compositions are most stable, and that gener-
ally, palladium preferentially binds to the surface. The mixing
energy result shows that binding energy is insufficient to
describe the likely compositions, even on purely thermody-
namic grounds, as it only considers the role of the surface in
local stability, and cannot predict disproportionation. Addi-
tionally, the binding energy as dened in eqn (2) only considers
the direct role of surface binding. The energetic contribution of
including cluster–surface bonds is represented, but the overall
Table 4 Metal d-band electron density loss by atom. Totals show loss
on binding to the surface, which is exascerbated by CO binding. The
atom bound directly to CO is highlighted in bold font

Atom Pt4 Pt4CO Pd4 Pd4CO Ag4 Ag4CO

1 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.05
2 0.15 0.15 0.11 0.12 0.01 0.01
3 0.15 0.27 0.12 0.12 0.04 0.04
4 0.13 0.15 0.12 0.21 0.03 0.03
Total 0.48 0.62 0.39 0.49 0.10 0.13

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
effect of deposition, which includes the rearrangement of
cluster structure on binding, is not included. The result that Pt
has greater binding energies than Pd is a reection of the
greater energetic penalty of distorting platinum bonds. Palla-
dium atoms are more easily redistributed, and Pd bonds more
easily polarised, as evidenced by the preference for palladium
atoms to occupy the extended “epitaxial” sites when bound to
the surface. Therefore, clusters which contain platinum bonds
gain more stability on binding to the surface when the gas
phase structure is preorganised.

The locality of the bonding is noted in each section of this
work, and plays a signicant role in the control of composition
and homotop preference, charge distributions and adsorption of
CO. The clusters are small enough to be considered to be in the
molecular size range, before metallic band structure is devel-
oped. As a result, the valence electron density is conned
predominantly upon atomic sites, and varies signicantly from
atom to atom. This in turn affects the single atom binding which
we observe for all CO adsorbates. Additionally, the effect on the
charge distribution is noted from the calculation of per-atom
Bader charges. Asymmetries in the surface have a large effect on
the degree of charge transfer to atoms, which is retained on
individual sites. This localisation both affects the surface,
depleting charge from individual oxygen atoms, and more
importantly, the charge excess built up on the cluster. The
calculation of excess charge on a site by site basis is a good
descriptor of the likely binding site of the CO. The trend that the
most electron-rich cluster atom binds the CO molecule even
extends to generally unfavourable sites, such as the apical Pt site
in tetrahedral Pd3Pt1. This localised bonding has a drastic effect
on the electronic structure of the valence orbitals, as observed in
two ways. Firstly, through the marked effect on the d orbitals in
the metal to which CO is bound, as compared to the case where
the CO is unbound. Secondly, on the notable difference in the
pDOS of adjacent atoms of the same element in the CO bound
cluster. The degree of locality appears to vary between the metals,
as noted in the trend of Ead-CO, in which the palladium content of
the PdPt cluster affects the adsorption energy of CO, despite the
molecule binding to Pt. However, this is likely to be a charge
based result, as the doping of Pd into Pt reduces the total charge
abstracted from the surface, reducing the binding strength to CO.
That this is primarily a charge effect is supported by the invari-
ance of Ead-CO to silver doping in AgPd, as silver has a negligible
effect on charge distributions and draws very little charge from
the surface. That the binding to the surface and to adsorbates is
predominantly a charge controlled occurrence, and the electronic
effects occur on a single atom, implies an atomistic description
of the charge, orbitals and structure is required to understand the
preferences in subnanometre noble metal clusters. Furthermore,
the necessarily small unit cells required at present for the S-BCGA
are justied by this locality, and care is needed to ensure, for
scenarios in which the charge distribution controls binding but
is more spatially dispersed, that the cell is sufficiently large for
future S-BCGA global optimisation strategies.

The binding of small adsorbates determines the applicability
of a cluster as a reactive species. We observe that the adsorption
of CO is favourable and may be controlled according to the
Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 11777–11788 | 11785
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element present, the homotop and the charge transfer, and thus
such subnanometre particles may be tuned nely to present
specic desired reactivity. The stability is another feature which
must be considered, and is a particularly acute issue for very
small particles, which will more easily migrate upon a surface.
This migration, for example, is noted in the case of CO binding
and removal during catalytic CO oxidation on single platinum
atoms bound to zeolite KLTL.88 It is of note, that while the
metals were able to relocate between pores during the reaction
cycle, they retained their nuclearity. Additionally, Gates showed
for clusters of Ptx(CO)y

2� (x ¼ 9, 12 and 15, y ¼ 18, 24 and 30)
upon MgO, that the cluster nuclearity was invariant to carbox-
ylation and decarboxylation.89 These results suggest that the
concept of stability for such small catalytic systems is more
complex than described simply by the strength of surface
adsorption. The binding energies observed between cluster and
surface are relatively strong, but the destabilisation effect of the
adsorbate will likely reduce the particle stability to migration.
This small-size destabilisation is not necessarily related to a
reduced catalytic effect, as observed recently by Kane and
colleagues,90 who studied the catalytic activity of subnanometre
palladium clusters upon alumina lms. Analysis from X-ray
absorption and UV photoelectron spectroscopy, alongside TPR
for CO oxidation, allowed the authors to conclude that the
clusters appeared stable to repeated catalytic cycles. It was
noted in previous work on subnanometre palladium clusters
that the oxidation of tetrameric clusters upon oxide supports
induces a change in dimensionality to planar structures, and
further, that without Pd–Pd bonds spatially removed from the
surface, a catalytic response was not observed.18 Hence, control
of both dimensionality and the location of M–M bonds is
sought for rational particle design. It is observed through the
localised charging effects on tetramers that small adsorbates
may bind more weakly than upon single atoms, however, a
thorough screening of potential reactive adsorbates is required
to determine for which systems this weaker binding is prefer-
able. Furthermore, the existence of highly charged separate
sites upon the cluster which are in close proximity to one
another may well promote cooperative reactions between
multiple adsorbates, or provide more appropriate binding sites
for chelating molecules. As a result, subnanometre particles,
which exist in a size range where charge transfer occurs in a
discrete, molecular manner, but binding to the surface and
adsorbate molecules is similar to the metallic state, may present
a unique class for specic heterogenous reactions.

5 Concluding remarks

The S-BCGA has been successfully employed to the global
optimisation of a series of noble metal tetramer clusters upon
an oxide support. The structures found show clear doping
trends, in which palladium preferentially binds to the surface of
the substrate, and promotes tetrahedral clusters which abstract
signicant charge from the oxygen atoms of the surface. Direct
charge transfer is noted for both Pd and Pt atoms, whereas Ag
binds more weakly and draws negligible charge. The localised
nature of the excess charge upon the cluster controls the
11786 | Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 11777–11788
preferred binding sites of CO, whichmay be predicted by charge
analysis of the static cluster structure. CO molecules bind
preferentially to Pt, and have a destabilising effect on the
cluster–surface interaction, which may enhance the mobility of
the cluster, at variance with the known result for single metal
atoms on MgO. The 5s–d donation which preorganises the
metal to surface binding is not observed, while electron deple-
tion is noted both from surface-binding and CO-binding d
electrons in the cluster atom. Synergistic energetic/electronic
effects are observed which may prove useful in the rational
design of reactive, surface deposited subnanometre particles.
These particles will constitute a new class of reactive species
with electronic properties intermediate between metals and
atoms, which are tunable for particular reactions and can also
represent single site catalysts.91,92

Work is currently being planned to extend this investigation
to other metals and adsorbates, in order to screen for prefer-
ential binding and ultimately to design particles to catalyse
specic reactions, to support experimental studies on mixed
subnanometre particle catalysis. The application of the S-BCGA
to irregular surfaces which rearrange upon adsorption, and for
pure surface studies is ongoing, along with the use of dispersion
corrections for direct molecule-surface binding.
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